BYU Performers
The Sounds of Freedom from
BrIgiumi Young University
will perform at SJS Tuesday
Mein at 8:15 in Concert Hall.
The presentation is free of
charge. The "Sounds" were
organized by the BY!’ Student Culture Office, and have
appeared on the Ed Sullivan
Show and have a recording on
MGM records to their credit.
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KSJS-FM Program Director
’Shocked’ With Dismissal

Constitution Revision
For ASB Continues
Student Council will meet at 3:30
this afternoon to continue revision
of the ASB constitution. The hotly
debated issue in Tuesday’s constitution revision meeting was ASB
President Vic Lee’s proposal, which
was finally adopted, to change the
existing system from 21 to 13
council members elected on a proportional basis from the lower,
upper and graduate divisions.
Lee’s argument for this proposal
was based on the Master plan for
the state colleges. This plan indicates that eventually there will be
few lower division students and
more upper division and graduate
students. There would thus be
more representatives from the
upper and graduate levels than
from the lower division.
NUMBER CHANGE
The number change was based
on a study made by Dr. C. Northcote Parkinson, efficiency expert,
showing that 13 is an efficient
number of people to work in a
student government.
An objection to this system was
raised by graduate representative
Richard Reeb, who said that the
basic objection to the present system was that while campaigning,
candidates could not distinguish
their constituents from other members of the campus, i.e., juniors
from seniors. The proposed system,
he argued, did nothing to change
that basic objection. Also, he asserted, since elections are held during the spring semester, freshmen
would be "disenfranchised for all
practical purposes."
Graduate representative John
Ogle, proposed that representatives
be chosen from the academic
schools. He reasoned that a voter
would be more familiar with someone from his own field of study
than from his class or division.
NOT EVERYONE
Faculty adviser, Dr. Lowell M.
Walter, pointed out that not everyone associates with persons in his
major field. Also, the average col-

YDs Invite
McCarthy
Sen. Eugene McCarthy, who is
seeking the Democratic nomination
for President, will speak in Morris
Dailey Auditorium March 18, according to Tim McGrath, president
of the SJS Young Democrats,
(YD’s.).
The talk is scheduled for 3 p.m.
The Senator from Minnesota, a
peace candidate, favors a United
States policy stressing negotiations in Vietnam. Gradual withdrawal of American troops is his
ultimate goal.
McGrath said that McCarthy
would speak not only on Vietnam,
but would be asked to comment on
such current issues as the denying
of deferments to graduate students.
John Beichman, publicity director for the YD’s, arranged for
McC.arthy’s visit to SJS through
the Democratic State Committee.
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lege student changes his major
twice in his college career. Third,
there are a large number of persons in some schools, such as social sciences, whereas there are
less in others, such as engineering.
Accepted, then reconsidered and
rejected was freshman representative Craig Evans’ proposal that
representatives be nominated from
the different divisions, as suggested
by Lee, but voted on by the student body at large. This was suggested because the council represents the student body as a whole,
rather than as separate and distinct units.
The major objection to this system was the large number of
candidates each person would
have to vote for, and the only
way to keep them straight in the
voters mind would be by formation
of political parties. Reeb contended
that this would encourage mud
slinging.

Photo by Brian Silk

MESSY MARKHAM BIRTHDAY
Markham Hall recently
HAPPY 7 BIRTHDAY Two men from
celebrated their birthdays in the traditional Markham manner.
Neil Joergensen (above) and Paul Koopmans were stripped of
their clothing, covered with shaving cream, tied with masking
tape and carried over to Hoover Hall (women’s residence hall)
to be tied to a lamp post. Neil escaped from his captors on the
way but Paul was not so lucky. He was tied in front of Hoover
Hall until he worked the tape loose. But before he left Paul was
serenaded with "Happy Birthday" by the women of Hoover.

Tutor Funds
Get $2,225
From Council Committee
Student Council Wednesday afternoon allocated $2,225 from the
general fund for the Community
Involvement Program. The Federal
government will now release $6,675
to the program.
The money will pay student tutors, helping students in minority
groups who are being recruited and
enrolled in special education programs at SJS. This semester there
are 30 new students.
With the total $8,900, tutors will
be paid $2.50 an hour, 15 hours a
week, for 18 weeks.
Tutoring positions will be filled
by academically successful minority group students who are regularly enrolled at SJS.
Dr. Robert S. Witte, coordinator
of the special education programs
at SJS, requested the funds from
council. Dr. Witte has also accepted the position of adviser for
the Community Involvement Program sponsored by the ASB.
In other action council:
.Approved appointments of yell
leaders for next year. Those appointed were head leader Charles
Brown, John Graham, Kent Midker, Roger Prince, Dave Lovett,
and alternates Ralph Portillo and
Fred Cohen.
Froze ASB funds to KSJS until the station has settled its internal affairs.
Approved giving $500 to provide financing for student -faculty
informal get-togethers.
Sent to Campus Policy Committee for advisement a resolution
giving support to the students in
the KSJS problem.
Delayed for one week setting
the dates of the spring elections.
Proposed dates were April 24
and 25.

By JEFF MULLINS
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Torn Muller, Radio KSJS program director, said Friday, he was
"shocked and disturbed" when he
learned ex post facto that one of
his staff members had been fired.
Unknown to Muller, Special
Events Director Jim Eagleson, 22year-old senior radio-television major, was relieved of all responsibility with Radio KSJS by Dr.
Clarence Flick, general faculty
manager-adviser.
Dr. Flick notified Eagleson of
his "indefinite suspension" which
was due to his controversial role
in "transmission of an unauthorized broadcast Tuesday night."
The "unauthorized" radio message told listeners, "Against our
will, the staff of KSJS is being
forced off the air at this time by
faculty direction." Radio staffers
had voted to transmit beyond the
hour of 9 p.m.
A LIMIT
Dr. Flick claimed, "It is my
duty to monitor KSJS. There is a
limit to how much a person is expected do do."

Dr. Flick begins teaching 8-9
a.m. daily. Shifting broadcast hours
from 5-9 p.m. to 6-10 p.m., as the
staff wishes, would be an "inconvenience" for Dr. Flick, according
to Muller.
"I had no knowledge Eagleson
was even being considered for suspension," stated the 21 -year-old
program director. "No one consulted with me." Dr. Flick informed Muller of the firing after
meeting with department faculty
members.

WILL NOT SUFFER
"Jim is one of the finest staff
members at KSJS." Muller noted.
"I believe he will be reinstated
and that his grade will not suffer
for his part in what happened
Tuesday night."
According to Muller, "I don’t
think Jim’s action was so serious
as to merit suspension. The nature
Of the broadcast was not of
malace; it was merely a statement
of the feelings of the staff about
transmitting from 6-10 p.m."
Eagleson met with Dr. Gerald
Wheeler, assistant academic vice
president, Friday. Eagleson announced they discussed his "suspension, proposals for clearing up
KSJS’ vague policy, and the relationship of KSJS to the college
community i.e., curriculum or extra-curricular activity."
Eagleson informed Dr. Wheeler
that Wednesday night Dr. Flick
would
not allow him to speak on
disintegrate into utter chaos.
The veteran educator lauded the Earl Hansen’s KSJS radio-talk
trustees’ original action but said show via telephone.
that its rescinding will "foster an
ISSI’E TO CHAIRMAN
atmosphere which will virtually
"Eagleson must bring the issue
assure the conversion of our cam- before the chairman of his departpuses into incubators for revolu- ment if he wishes to persue the
tion."
"If one were to make a survey
of college campuses across the
country where student rioting has
occurred, it would soon be apparent that rioting reached greater
degrees of intensity in those colThree members of Student Counleges and universities which had cil resigned last week, leaving only
the most permissive educators," he 14 of the original 21 on the come
told the legislators.
cil.
Graduate representative Richard
CAMPUS ACTIVISTS
Reeb gave his resignation to ASB
Commenting on the SJS situaPresident Vic Lee Friday aftertion, Gilbaugh stated that campus
noon. Reeb said he needed more
activists and revolutionaries, last time to
work on his master’s
fall, were able to find "unbeliev- thesis, due in August.
He also exable" weaknesses in the campus pressed disappointment
with counmethods for maintaining law and cil since "there was so much conorder. "They discovered they fusion you couldn’t get down to
could achieve their goals by what should be done."
threats of violence, followed by
Earlier in the week Perry Kneiescalation of acts of violence," he
sel, senior representative, and Ken
said.
Widening the scope of his testi- Plaseeki, junior representative,
mony, Gilbaugh next took swipes also resigned.
Kneisel gave class conflict for
at Black militant leader Harry
Edwards, SJS instructor in so- his resignation, but Piasecki did
not state his reason,
ciology.
He charged Edwards with taking pay from the taxpayers to
teach classes and yet missing
many of his classes "while engaging in racist activities."
"Racism is equally repugnant,
whether spewed from the lips of
a Black man or from those of a
White man."
Student Council first refused,
BLAMES EDWARDS
and then an hour later, accepted
Citing passages from State Sen- ASB President Vic Lee’s recomator John Harmer’s book, "We mendations for appointments to
Dare Not Fail," Gilbaugh blamed the Freshman Camp Committee
Edwards’ threats for the cancella- during its meeting Wednesday
tion of ti’ SJS-West Texas foot- atfernoon.
ball game last fall. He said that
Appointed to the committee,
this cost San Jose its $12,500 chaired by Gary Buck, were John
guarantee to Texas plus approxi- Gianotti, John Graham, Doug Demately $12,500 in game receipts.
Costa, Larry Lundberg, Nancy
The professor stated, however, Bonanno, Cindy Coutts, and Denise
that the taxpaying public is deeply Vouri.
concerned about The situations on
Although briefly mentioning that
the college campuses throughout three members of the committee
the state and nation.
were members of Delta Sigma Phi,
"In fact there is evidence that council’s main objection was to
for
is
girding
public
the general
Freshman Camp itself. Some mema ’showdown’ to decrease the bers headed by Jules Loventhal,
disparity which exists between graduate representative, were diswhat the college community be- appointed with past Freshman
lieves of itself, and how it is re- Camps and wanted a complete regarded by its benefactor, the tax- appraisal of the program.
payer," he said.
During discussion, Loventhal’s
In conclusion, Gilbaugh stated motion to suspend appointments
that certain disciplinary regula- for three weeks was defeated.
tions are needed to protect the
Buck argued that he planned a
large investment California has in complete overhaul of the camp, but
Its state colleges.
needed his committee members

Decision ’One Round,’
Says Faculty Member Gilbaugh

By DAN EHRLICH
Spartan Deny Staff Writer
Dr. John Gilbaugh, SJS professor of education, regards the
State Senate Education Committee’s narrow negative vote on the
reinstatement of mandatory suspension for students and faculty
members inciting campus disturbances as only one round in the
fight.
He said the 7-6 vote against
reinstating the suspension regulation which was first adopted by
the State College Board of Tamstees Dec. 9, 1967 and then re
scinded Jan. 25, was mainly political, and further debates on the
matter eventually will bring about
its passage.

Last Tuesday prior to the committee’s vote, Dr. Gilbaugh spoke
as a witness in the hearings. In
it, he condemned the action of
the trustees as "irresponsible."
PERSUAVE RHETORIC
"It appears that the trustees
either have been brainwashed by
the persuasive, sophisticated rhetoric of state college faculty senates as well as by the State College
Chancellor and his staff, or they
have, indeed, been intimidated by
strike threats of militant faculty
organizations," he said,
It is Gilbaugh’s contention that
such laws, as the one that was
rescinded, are desperately needed
to assure that campuses will not

1.Q. of Blacks Going Down,’
Says Nobel Prize Winner
With the basis that Army I.Q.
scores for Blacks have dropped six
per cent since World War I, Dr.
William Shockley, 1956 Nobel Prize
winner in physics, expressed what
he termed his "fear" that ghetto
life is lowering the intelligence of
Blacks.
Dr. Shockley’s remarks were
made in a panel discussion before
a capacity crowd in Morris Dailey
Auditorium, Wednesday nigh t.
Other panel members were Dr. Alvin F. Poussaint, assistant profes-

Fourteen SJS Students Charged
In Public Parking Lot Fee Thefts
Petty theft charges against 24 persons, 14
of whom are SJS students, were filed by the
District Attorney’s Office Wednesday, in connection with public parking lot fee thefts.
The action, taken by Asst. District Attorney
Robert L. Webb and San Jose Policewoman
Janet Hickey, of the Special Services Dept.,
came despite the fact no indictments were
handed down by the County Grand Jury.
The arrests began in a parking lot crackdown which began Jan. 23 and 24. This revealed $100,000 in parking lot fee thefts, over
a period of time.
San Jose State students charged were: Brian
D. Gunning, 23, of 3560 Palison St., Redwood
City, five counts; James P. Moran, 22, of 460
S. 10th St., four counts; Parker L. Hathaway
Jr., 22, of 802 Plaza Dr., three counts; Donald
E. Cutshall, 21, of 674 Monroe St., three counts;

June Graduates
Appointments Sr.- now available fur senior interviews for
swumflet graduates iu the
realstrar’s office, Adm. 102.
Those students with reserve
cards limy make appointments
this Wedneeday, and those
without cards may make appointment* Thursday.

Andrew J. Pupach, of 148 William St., two
counts; Timothy M. McDonough, 20, of 911
Fairfield Ave., Santa Clara, two counts; and
Robert M. Vierson, 23, of 1807 Welch Ave.,
two counts.
Also charged are SJS students: Joseph L.
Sanguinetti, 23, of 360 Doris Ave., two counts;
Francis M. Lice, 21, of 922 Malone Rd., two
counts; Norman C. Bowers, 23, of 1940 Bird
Ave., two counts; Peter W. Pace, 21, of 6636
Alexandria Pl., Stockton, two counts; Leslie P.
Furlong, 23, of 148 E. William St., Apt, 7, two
counts; Brent W. Osborne, 23, of 351 N. 26th
St., Apt. 3, two counts; and Carl T. Pickens,
22, of 215 S. 12th St., Apt. 7, one count.
The accused are scheduled for arraignment
Feb. 28 and are free on their own recognizance.
In addition, the accused face civil action by
the city in efforts to recover the stolen money.

sor of psychiatry at Tufts University Medical School in Boston, and
Donald Warden, national chairman
of the Afro-American Association.
Apparently Dr. Shockley contends that unemployed Blacks
have large families which produce
a tendency toward unemployment.
Showing experiments with fruit
flies, he said eugenics would be a
solution to the race problem. He
thought the eugenics experiments
made by Nazi Germany should be
considered objectively.
Dr. Poussaint replied, "A San
Francisco newspaper called Dr.
Shockley a ’blithering idiot’. After
hearing him myself, I have decided
that the charge was much too
kind."
Dr. Poussaint said that I.Q.
scores are not related to native intelligence, and are not fixed, but
changeable. He said research could
not properly be done without contmling all other factors. He asked
what should be done about low I.Q.
White racists.
Warden asked what the purpose
of education was if people are
stupid. He said the important aspect was not I.Q. but performance. What must be asked, he said,
is what is required for performance
in America.
Pointing to "hippies" whom he
said came from White middle class
families, he quipped, "Either I.Q. is
Irrelevant or high I.Q. makes for
dangerous conduct."
He then diseussed motivation
and education as being necessary
for Black improvement.

3 ASB Officials
Resign Positions

matter," said Dr. Wheeler. Eaglesin declined comment on nuther
action.
Dr. Wheeler commented, "Dr.
Flick has requested the establishment of an ad hoc committee to
recommend a revised statement of
policy to the Academic Council
and President Clark."
Dr. Flick asks that "such a revised statement be completed by
June, to permit its inclusion in
KSJS’ license renewal this summer."
The present KSJS policy is one
established in 1966 when a college
radio-television commission was
discontinued.
KSJS staff members met over
the weekend to discuss events of
the past week. They will meet
Dr. Flick and other radio students
with Dr. Flick and other radio students at 4 p.m. this afternoon.

Social Justice
Forums Scheduled
At Newman Center
A series of Monday night forums
on social justice will begin at the
Newman Center, 79 S. Fifth St.,
tonight. All meetings are scheduled for 7:30 p.m. and are open
to the public. The Rev. Eugene
Boyle of the Archdiocesan Commission for Social Justice, will
speak on "The Church’s Social
Teachings." A film, "A New Pentecost" will also be presented.
Dr. James Steele of the San
Jose State Psychology Department
will speak on March 4, on "Psychological and Sociological Aspects
of Prejudice." The film, "Picture
in Your Mind," will be shown.
On March 11, a forum centering on "Social Problems in the
Community" will be composed of
The Rev. Anthony Soto of Our
Lady of Guadalupe Parish, James
Selvaggi of the Santa Clara
County Planning Department, and
Andrew Anderson of the Economic
Opportunities Commission.

’Hieronymous’
Appears Today
Experimental College’s new publication, "Hieronymous," appears
on campus today, free to all students.
"The journal is neither a leftwing or right-wing paper," claims
Bob Kenney, news editor. "It’s
just a topical, general interest feature publication."

Council Appoints Eight
To Freshman Camp
now to do an adequate job. He
stated that plans for the camp already are three weeks behind.
Council also was alienated to the
plan because it had not yet received an official report on last
year’s camp. Council members said
they should have received it last
October.
Buck argued, "Student Council is
unhappy with past camps, and is
now unfairly eritieizing this year’s.
We want to make a complete overhaul, getting the faculty more involved but we need to get started
on this now."
To approve the appointments,
council needed a two-thirds vote,
but the vote was 6-3-1, the abstention counting as a "no" vote, so
the appointments failed.
However, an hour later after
some members of council who had
voted against the appointments
had left for dinner, council voted
to reconsider its decision. With the
minimum quorum of nine members,
plus the chairman, council voted
6-2-1 to approve the appointments.
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Guest Editorial

We Must Be Heard

:
;

:
.

Friends. Spartans, Countrymen. lend me
your ear. How long must %c stand helplesslv aside is hut’ our mad Caesar destroys
the flower of our youth, sends our greatest
stholars to their death, and incarcerates
our spokesmen ii ho seek a fair redress of
our grits ance,.! He says he does this in
the nalin )1 honer. but is not honor dead?
lied at Buchemsald in the
Four mill’
name of honor. A hundred thousand more
at Hiroshima in the inferno of that ghastly
bomk all in the name of honor. Will
Caesar prevail this travesty in our name
until ten million more die in a renewed
fire of that hell?
Our great Caesar -peaks to us and says,
"Ire will prevail. fre vi ill not leave the
battleground.- For whom does he speak
thus: "We?" Not for me. nor twenty hundred %shims I can name. By the very notion
of our freedom his voice is not his own.
herefore then does he speak? Has he
risen alitive the verv portals of his pledge

to US and so taken a pledge only unto
himself? Is this not treason? The great
but Caesar
Senator Spock speaks out
would stay his speech. When he heeds not
Caesar’s plea: be still, be still, the Cenand entenarian guards come to still 1
tomb him if he does not.
His secret police do now infiltrate our
highest universities to ferret those out who
dare speak against him. For those he sends
to spy, honor must indeed be dead for
even the lowest of jackals are true to their
kind.
Friends, Spartans, Countrymen, we must
speak out. our beloved nation’s very fiber
is here entwined.
will he
We must be bean! if freed
brought to fore. This mad Caesar’s reign
must end. lie must take the poisoned cup
to which be is honor bound. Or failing in
tven this. he must be done as so many of
his kind. Brutus. sweet Brutus, where art
Al Ritchie
thou?

Time To Think
By PATRICIA REEB
Many college -tuilents openly oppose
what is termed Nowt-iv:1-s armed aggression in N ietnam. Apparently they do so in
the namt of stmte prinuiple. although
as
there appears to be some counts
to what that principle may be. There does
appear to lie. it seems. an issm in which
.11 involved
our governmcnt i- very
which should demand consideration 011
. the basis of principl,
The United State- stands for something
besides pmver. There is a principle embodied in its vonstitution which makes it
essentially a legitimate and just regime;
that is. government by the consent of the
govermd, for the good of all.
A mime tttt ist government, such as North
Korea, claims to rule in the interest of all,
i.e the people, %%hen in fact the rule is by
a few in the interest of a few, i.e. tyranny.
It is enforced by rule of terror, and therefore. constitutes an unjust reg.
Eighty-01,1T American mem all members of this just regime. have been kidnapped on the high seas, and an American
ship has been stolen. The act, by an unjust regime. was an act of robbery. It is
comparable to a bank robber whose sole
y he takes is that he’s
claim to du
got the gum On this basis North Korea
hold- our ship and lawn.
mt has dispatched
So far our cover
a vs.tr-Iiip, which did ttttt hing: called up
E.t.nott r’-.’ us is’., who have done nothiug:

talked to the United Nations Steurity
Council, who fl id nothing: and talket
directly to Pyongyang. Result - not lii ti
has been solved.
To make matters worse, North Korea
now informs us that they will punish our
men. The kidnapper proposes to punish
his victim. V e do not tolerate this sort of
activity within our society. for the kidnappers are punished! Vi’e dare not
tolerate it in
Our continued discussions with the
t of
North Koreans have reached the I
absurdity. One does not negotiate with
criminals! We not only have the right but
the obligation to go get our nu.n.
Then’ is no reason to believe that they
will be treated with equality and justice
in North Korea. I might point out here
that in 1%3 two U.S. helicopter pilots
were shot down and fell into North Korean
hands. We negotiated for a year before
they were returned, during which time
they had been subject to brutal torture.
It is time for America and Americans
(even college students) to stop apologizing, as it were, to the world for our existence. This is a just regime. We have
every right to be outraged by acts of war
committed against us by an unjust regime.
America does not have to hi. pushed
around by thugs and pirates. Furthermore,
while those
the t.
has tome to act
83 men are still alive to be recovered.

Staff Comment

By 10) NE l’AWGEli
One 01 the most in -lilting things to a
per,mi
tile age- of Ili and 21 is
to he told lit is immature. irre-pon.ililc
and utot 5501 Is if the vote.
Th, 11,.,11 ,utters as "adoleseents- are
told the% do not have enough kilo% ledge
to partii watt. intelligently in current
election-. iti 11:-,earmlil has just gratin.
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... Full speed ahead!"

"Damn the grand jury, the D.A., and the

Thrust and Parry

Room for Other Publications
’Praise the Morality’
Editor:

A few comments are in order regarding the
two rather confusing articles authored by Fred
Sites concerning his ambitious effort to end
war through the editorial page of our own
Spartan Daily.
I certainly concur with Mr. Sites that the
Christian churches should speak out on the

EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of the
editorial page offers students and faculty a chance to
express their views on campus, local, national or international issues. Space is. allcomaid.taencourage written debates on such current affairs. Contributions to
Thrust and Parry must not exceed 250 words, must be
typewritten, double spaced within 45-space margins
and properly signed with the writer’s name and faculty or ASB number. The Daily will not print letters
which are libelous, in poor taste or include a personal
attack. The editor reserves the right to edit or cut
letters to conform to space limitations and to otiose
publication of letters dealing with subjects he be.
haves have been exhausted.
MIRO

pressing issues of today as they relate to the
teachings of Christ. At the risk of incurring
the wrath of the anti-war people, may I suggest that the churches be used to praise the
morality ot our position in Vietnam?
Consider the implications of Mr. Sites’ position. He seems to be developing the concept
that the logical extension of Christian teaching is a philosophy of non-violence and that
"a minister who condones war is not a fol-

lower of Jesus, and if he ever claimed to be,
he should hang his head and cry."
It is well-known that toe concepts of a
just war and Christian non-violence have been
debated in Christian theological circles for
some years, and it seems, at the very least,
a supreme act of intellectual arrogance for
Mr. Sites to mount the heights of the editorial
page and make the final declaration on the
whole matter.
Finally, Mr. Sites should include Senators
Fulbright, McCarthy, and Morse in his rather
all-inclusive category of our brainwashed and
lobby-directed politicians.
William Biocide, A7302

Waste of Student Funds?
Editor:
In your first edition, the editorial claimed
there is room for other publications on campus. The obvious reason is the Spartan Daily
seems unable to accurately report and reflect
student activities and opinion.
The Daily, although supported by student
funds, continues to maintain its autonomous
irresponsible status. Last week the student
council voted funds for "Hieronymous," the
new experimental college newspaper.
If past history shows anything, it would be
that this tabloid will be another waste of student funds. The last tabloid, Jabberwock,
which received student funds, not only was
editorially irresponsible, but its editor continued to produce his personal opinion organ.
Hopefully, "Hieronymous" will not become
a commercial venture started with student
funds for the benefit of its staff.
Ronald J. von }Wert, A15643

Hung in F.E.G.
By BILL GALSTAN

Capable of Voting Intelligently

Editor
Advertising Manager ........
Day Editor
News Editor
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Makeup Editor ..._
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high school when lie has taken
ated In
the ataitt-required courses in history and
political science. What gouiil art. these
cminses if no practical 11,4. I,. 411111%1’11?
Most 1111141(1U:11S ’WIWI...11 18 and 21 are
politically enthusiastic and eager to vote.
deprive a person his franchise simply
because of Isis age quells sonic of the potential political zeal needed for effective
participation in the demmratic process.
In short. the 18-21 year old is sufficiently
enlightened to distinguish bftween candidates and form opinions on ballot proposalA.
Furthermore, 18 yeanolds play a large
part in the functioning of modern society.
Following compulsory high school, individuals generally get a job, go to college
or enlist in the armed services. In each of
these positions. the 18 year-old makes a
significant contribution to his enrollment.
Therefore, if the "adolescent" is expected to "tune-in" to iiie "bandleaders,"
he should he able to select the "music."
Voting is a right that 18-21 year.olds
are capable of exercising as intelligently
as those over the legal age.

In the flat fields around 1.os Banos a
there’s good
little town near Merced
thug for rabbits year r..... til and gameI
birds is lien tIiey’ru itt ,eilSOU. V hen my
friends and I have shot enough rabbits,
we turn our guns on intniliens -- ugly,
’testy birds which feed on the grains and
grasses that ducks and i41’1,I eat.
The smulltens have cirenutly slow re.
flexes.
hen you shim’ into a herd of
and the others
hy
them. they drop
wale!’ unconcerned as they fall. SI.% trill
are killed before the rest finally fly ass ay.
All the limiters shoot the mudhens. With
is ill come
gi
less intelhens.
during the imredibly long migrat. s be.
It America.
tween Canada and S
The other day. as I watched John Summerskill resign as president of S.F. State,
hens and how much
tl glut of the
like them ht. was.
Of course he is not ugly or slow-witted.
But he was like a iii iii Ihieii because men
were always shooting at him and trying
to get rid of him, and it took him so long
to fly away.

Notable Quotes
-What, sir, would the people of the earth
be without women? They would be scarce,
Mark Twain
air, almighty scarce."

like the mudhens
But once airborne
..... tnerskill became a bird of a different feather. He became niaster of the
situation, able to fly above the hunters
and squawk at them.
And squawk Summerskill did. He said
he was tired of the men from Sacramento
I
g down to his "field" and taking pot
shots at him and his flock.
Ile was tired of the politicians taking
I adminisover the joist; of the profess’
trators. S merskill didn’t like the quality
of the school being constantly whittled
away by a knife labeled "budget" a
knife which never created but took something away each time it cut.
S ..... merskill left all that behind when
he finally took off. But what about the
other mudhens? Will they sit around with
the bullets flying about them, waiting for
the (lay when the hunters stop coming?
Will the hunters kill them, like they shot
Clark Kerr?
The mudhens probably will just pit
there. hoping that the hunters don’t hit
them trying not to see ,when their friends
get hit.
Maybe the mudhens can bold out. But
the bunters will get braver and holder
and more ruthless. Unless the birds can
fight hack and get some allies to help
them, the mudhen flock will become very
small indeed.

Many college students, co ... i . ig front
poor but poverty stricken families, are in
constant need of money for movies, cars
girls, T.V. guide, and in rare instances
books. Many seek out jolts to get the
money; many seek out their parents.
Those who work for a living often dream
of striking it rich, of being willed a million dollars, or finding Juniper Serra’s
fortune, the money he made by opening
the first string of mission drive-ins in
California.
I talked to one student who recalled a
little windfall he chanced upon. He wished
to remain anonymous, however, because
according to his agreement, if he told anyone, he would lose everything.
He was sitting at home one afternoon,
when the doorbell rang. Actually somebody haul pushed the button on the outside of the house. ’The bell seldom rang
on its own.
He opened the door. There was a man
standing there in a dark suit, carrying a
brief case: the man, not the suit. He had
a face that looked like a cross between
Edward G. Robinson and Peter Lorre. The
man spoke.
"Are you John Everyman?" (Editor’s
note: A fake name.)
"John J. Everyman?"
"Yes, yes."
"John J. Everyman, 777 Your Street,
Anytown, U.S.A.?"
"Yes, yes, yes."
"Mr. Everyman, I have betii instructed
by my entployer, who wishes to remain
anonymous, to give you this tax free, certified cashier’s check in the amount of
81.50. That’s one, decimal point, five zero.
The money, all of it, is yours. to do with
as you wish, providing you tell no one you
have received it, except your wife. Are
you married?"
"In that case we have a list of substitutes: A. Best friend, B. Minister or Rabbi,
and C. Mother. If you tell anyone else you
received the money, whatever you have
left and/or whatever you have purchased
will be confiscated. Do you understand?
"Yeah, I understand. I understand that
you are, conservatively speaking, off your
rocker. Speaking liberally, you’re nuts."
"Nevertheless, Mr. Everyman. the money
is yours to do with as you please. providing you adhere to the e lit huts I have
stated and sign this paper, at
to
those conditions."
"Sign? Sure I’ll sign ... A buck, fifty.
This is too much for one destitute college
student to take. What will I do with it all?
This is the greatest thing that’s happened
to me since my apartment manager was
arrested on a morals charge. I’m delirious.
This can’t be happening to me."
"Yes indeed, Mr. Everyman, it is
happening."
"Why, I could eat like a king for a
month, or go to a movie and have popcorn. What will I do? I have to calm
down. This is too much money to throw
away on a passing fancy like eating."
"Perhaps you are being a bit harsh with
yourself, Mr. Everyman. The money is a
gift to you personally. Spend it as yott
wish."
"Yes. I have to think about it. I cannot
rush in to anything. I’ll take some of it,
a (lime. 15 cents, just to blow my mind
with, and then I’ll take the rest and invest
it."
"A wise decision, Mr. Everyman."
"Do you have any tips on a good solid
in
something that would bring a
healthy return on my buck fifty, now and
in the future; something worthy of such
a phenomenal sum: something that in
reliable and won’t go bankrupt: some solvent firm that’s not a flyby-night operation: something that’s here to stay?"
"Well, Mr. Everyman, that does hring
one organization to my mind."
"Yes."
"How about War Surplus?"

Guest Articles
The Daily will consider and is seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest Rooms from SJS students and faculty members on matters affecting the campus and Its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Patricia Wanek, Daily
Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m, in
the Daily Office. JC208. Final decisions on use
of guest articles are reeerved to the Editor.
Guest copy should be typed double spaced
on a 40-space line.
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’The Unteachables’ /s Topic
Of Berkeley Professor
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leaching the Unteachables,"
is the topic of an tutu (’SS to be
presented tomorrow afternoon at
2 in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Sponsored by the Center for
Interdisciplinaly Studies. Dr.
Herbert K.4’11, ’tiling professor of Engli: 1 and Education at
Berkeley, will speak to interested students and faculty.
Dr. Kohl is well known for

his works dealing with the education of minority groups. He
taught for several years in Harlem and is a specialist in
secondary teaching.
As the Director of Teachers
and Writers Collaborative at
Teachers College, Columbia University, he headed a project to
investigate new ways to teach
English.
Dr. Kohl is the author of two
books: "Age of Complexity," and
"Thirty -Six Children."
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Kleenex
3 Hershey Bars
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2 Rolls Toilet Paper 10c
1 Roll Jumbo Towels 19c
1 Box Cheer Soap
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One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2
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CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE
Puritan Oil Co.

Whatever the shape, a diamond
from Morton Jewelers tells her
there’s no question of his merles*.
hug loISC. The dazzling fire and per.
fection of its beauty idealizes his
dream of her.

MORTO
GEMOLOGISTS

4th & William
6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor
13th & Juliaa

625 Town & Country Village
San Jose
2411-1758
Open Monday, Thursday &
Friday Until 9:15 p.m.
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JIM’S
BARBERSHOP &
HAIRSTYLING
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Men’s Razor Haircutting & Styling
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Appointment if
3rd & San Fernando

Desired
(inside Mosher’s Ltd.)

PINNED
Cathy Murphy, secretary at
Syntex Corporation and graduate of Foothill College, from
Mountain View, to Mike Elvitsky, senior journalism major
and member of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon, from Saratoga.
Pamela Phillips, sophomore
chemistry major and member of
Delta Zeta, from Los Gahm, to
James Eaves, sophomore finance
major and member of Alpha Phi
Omega, from Mountain View.
ENGAGED
Sally Anderson, sophomore
English major and member of
Sigma Kappa, from El Cerrito,
to Craig Anderson, senior art
major and member of Sigma Nu,
from Tracy. The wedding date
is set for Aug. 24.
Sharon Shaffer, senior majoring in office and secretarial administration and member of the
Christian Science Organization,
from Denver, to Dale Petterson,
graduate majoring in business
and industrial management and
also a member of the Christian
Science Organization, from San
Francisco. A fall wedding is
planned.
Barbara Spencer, senior social
science major, (torn San Jose, to
Barry Silberman, graduate business major, University of California at Berkeley, and member
of Sigma Alpha Mu, from Walnut Creek. The wedding date is
set for July 7.
Diane Torriblo, a graduate
who will receive a standard
elementary credential with specialization in mental retardation
in June, from Montebello, to
John Giller, an overseas export
manager employed in Vancouver,
Canada, from ’s-Hertogenbosch,
Holland. The. wedding date is set
for Aug. 10.

How to
interview
130 companies
m half an hour.
Talk to the man from General Electric. He represents 130 separate GE "companies" that deal in
everything from space research to electric toothbrushes. We call them product departments. Each
one is autonomous with its own management and
business objectives. That’s why a job at General
Electric offers the kind of immediate responsibility you might expect to find only in a small business. Right from the start you get a chance to
demonstrate your initiative and individual capabilities. And the more you show us, the faster you
will move ahead. As you do, you’ll find that you

don’t necessarily have to spend a lifetime working
on the same job in the same place. We have operations all over the world. Chances are you’ll get to
try your hand at more than one of them. Our interviewer will be on campus soon. If you’re wondering
whether it’s possible to find challenging work in big
business, please arrange to see him. He speaks for
130 "companies"

ELECTRIC

GENERAL

An equal opportunity

employer

College Trustee
To Address AFT
Edward 0. Lee, trustee of the
California State College Board,
will address members of the
American Federation of Teachers, today at 12:30 p.m. in Art
133.
Lee, department chairman of
the East Bay Skills Center in
Oakland, will talk about current
problems in higher education
and predictable State College
Trustee responses.
The talk is open to all San
Jose students and faculty.

THIS WEEK ONLY
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WHILE THEY LAST

On INVENTORYCLEARANCE

STUDENT TEACHERSSTOCK UP NOW!!
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Instructor Bulletin Board Kik

(1.75)

87’

Dennison School Logs

(3.95)

2.97’/2

"History on Display" spring months

(1.93)

97’:2

NOW

NOW

"Spice," "Probe." . . .

(4.50)

9.25

"Art Adventures Week by Week"

(1.93)

911.2rX

NOW

"Primary Picture Iphabet"

(3.00)

1.30

NOW

Flask Cards. assorted

( IMO)

30rt

NIIW

( 1.00)

10

NOW

Ctit-Oun Leiters

(1.00-2.25)

’2

Dennison Prints

(74-39a )

!-

off
off

In today’s ivy-covered jungle,
if you don’t stay with it, the competition
will eat you alive.
Let’s face it. You can’t afford to be drowsy. Not in class.
Not in your room. Not ever.
So when you feel the grip of drowsiness pulling you
down, fight it off.
Get out the NoDoi. It’ll help you spring backyour
recall, your perception, your ability to
solve problemswithout being habit
forming. So you can pad through the
jungle. Alert. And ready to strike.
After all, you’re the lion, not the Iamb.

NM\

NOW

"Baby .,knimals .1( Play"
a-

VZ

on south tenth, near San Carlos
across from men’s dorms
286-0930

NOW
NOW

.:
Did you know
i. PI KAPPA ALPHA FRATERNITY 1
:
.:.i
has a Fire Engine?
i You can see it today at PIKA’S :
i "2nd Annual Spring Auto Festival" i:
i._
on 7th Street
.:
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CAREERS FOR
COLLEGE GRADUATES
in
Auditing

Correclional and Vocational
Rehabilitation

Food and Drug Regulation

General and Narcotic
Investigation

Economiz F
Economic and Social
Research
Fishery and Wildlife
Management

Property Acquisition and
Management

Reviewer Finds

Pop Concert: A Smashing Hit
As ’Who’ Destroy Instruments
By CONNIE sKIPITARES
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
What started out to be a generally unenthusiastic pop concert, unlike the ’mad grab’ concerts of the Beatle era, literally
exploded into a smashing orgy
when the English ’mod’ group,
"The Who" seized its San Jose
Civic audience like 20th century
pied pipers as they embarked on
a mass destluction of their instruments causing near riot
Wednesday night.
The explosion merely put the
finishing touches on the 45minute performance by the group
whose lead singer, drummer,
lead guitarist and bass guitarist
each delivered unique performances in themselves.
Roger Daltrey, the fair-haired
lead singer whose dynamic style
capturerd the audience from the
start not only had the physical

Scientific Programming

JET CHARTER
FLIGHTS
TO EUROPE
$360
Flight

The State of California has an

ANNOUNCEMENT
for you
at your placement office
ASK FOR YOUR COPY TODAY
The final day for filing applications is
MARCH 1, 1968

414 parturcs

LoNiiiiN II NE 12
n’ 1.1
12
sl I tiNotiN .11 NE 12
SEPT. 20
SI 1.1)N1107\ II NE 21
Braun 11 t..15
SI. LONDoN II 1,Y I
Is
Return %I,
SE 1.11NDoN ONE WAY
SEPT. II 0135
Spare is Limited
Round Trip Fare
From
CHARTER FLIGHTS
995 Market St.
San Francisco 94103
SI

(Round Trip Fare)

Electrifying Opportunities
at Southern California Edison

appeal of a Mick Jagger but
added visual attraction to his
act as he twirled his hand mike
in yo-yo-like fashion, only for
it to return to him with precise
ease.
Drummer Keith Moon, who
joined the group when he showed
them he could play drums better
than the drummer they had, also
showed the near-full audience
of 15- and 16-year-olds that he
could drum better than most.
His act, which was a combination of drum -beating, singing
and just plain joking, was loighlighted by his mass abwi. of
drumsticks, most of which he
either broke or threw out to the
audience and had to be supplied i
constantly with a fresh batch,
Pete Townshend, lead guitarist and songwriter for the group,
who is said to be the instigator
of the smashing stunt, made no
exception during the concert
when he properly destroyed his
own guitar and one other
brought to him on the stage for
the same purpose.
Bass guitarist, John Entwistle,
known as the conservative member of the group because he
draws attention to himself by
his stationary and unenthusiastic
stance, remained in character
for this performance, displaying

Tickets on Sale
For S.F. Show
Jeremy Clyde, of the reciiril
ing team of Chad and Jenny,
will star in the Broadway hit,
"Black Comedy," at the Curran
Theater in San Francisco for a
three-week engagement beginning Tuesday, March 5. Tickets
go on sale today in the Curial:
Theater box office.
"Black Comedy," is about the
situations which evolve when a
Bohemian young sculptor and
his fiancee are faced with receiving guests in a ,iiirlio totally
darkened by a bin u use

great voice flexibility when the
occasion called for it.
Probably the group’s most
well teceived number was "MY
Generation," the grand finale
which wrapped up "The Who’s"
unique performance. Certainly
the most humorous was a number called "A Quick One While
He’s Away," a song about a girl
scout who is seduced by a wicked
engine ’driva’ named Iva.
The group, which at one time
used as many as 27 amplifiers
to deliver its message, destroyed
at least four of the speakers as
part of the act before they
themselves disappeared behind
the curtains.

’Sister George’
To Open Tonight
At Geary Theatre
Claire Trevor, Academy Award
winner, will headline the Theatre
Guild America Theatre Society
production of "The Killing of
Sister George," which opens
tonight at 8:30 at the Geary
Theatre in San Francisco,
Miss Trevor will be seen in
the role of "Sister George," the
cigar-smoking, Brougue-wearing
star of a British soap opera.
Tickets are still available and
may be purchased at the door.

"We:4ft

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE

MUSIC
FESTIVAL
Sun., March 3

SPAGHETTI
SPECIAL
All you can eat
for only

2,5 p.m. with KLIV’s Cptein
Mickey, six bnds, lots of music.
Tickets $2.00 at Shrrnan Clay,
S.J. Box Office and at th door.

Monday through Thursday
72 E. Santa Clara

Shrove Tuesday

PANCAKE SIPPER
FEB. 27
JONAH’S WAIL
300 So. 10th
5:00Evening Prayer Chapel
of Reconciliation
Dr. Robert Larsen
6:00Supper
Speaker
of Hayward State
Sponsored by Lutheran Episcopal
Campus Ministries
ASH WEDNESDAY EUCHARIST 12:30 P.M.

ALL PHASES OF AEROSPACE ACTIVITY
FOCUS ON THE
AIR FORCE WESTERN TEST RANGE
Vandenberg Air Force Base, California
* Research

* Missile Launching

* Development

* Space Exploration

Imo

WE STAY
OPEN

TONIGHT
UNTIL 9

Campus Interviews on Feb. 28th for:
* Physicists

* Engineers

Contact Your Placement Office Inunediately
For Interviews

U. S. Government Career Employment

RolABOOK

* Generous Retirement

* Liberal Vacations

"Equal Opportunity Employer

Male or Female"

Electrical Engineers
Mechanical Engineers
Civil Engineers
Chemical Engineers
Thermonuclear Engineers

We’re just completing our first
major nuclear station, the 450,000
kw capacity San Onofre facility. It
will be the largest in the U.S. when
it completes the check-out phase
and goes on line.
We have more nuclear stations
in the planning stages, including a
combination electric power and desalinization plant.
We’re doing lots of work in EHV
transmission, too. And we’re looking even further ahead to direct
conversion methods: thermionics,
thermoelectrics, and magnetohydrodynamics.
Grow With Us
We must double our generating
capacity in the next eight years
to keep pace with the electrical
demands of Southern and Central
California. By 1975, we’ll also have
doubled our total plant and equip-

ment investment to more than five
billion dollars. And we’ll probably
have to double again in the eight
years after that. We need top engineering talent. Electrical engineers,
mechanical engineers, civil engineers, chemical engineers, and thermonuclear engineers.
Master’s Program
We offer good starting salaries
and opportunities for rapid advancement. Our master’s program
will pick up the bills for you if you
want to work toward an advanced
degree while employed at Edison.
If you’re interested in advancing
the state of the art in the generation, transmission and distribution
of electricity, check with your placement (Alice regarding Edison’s visit
on campus. Or write: F. J. Ofsanko,
Southern California Edison, Box
351, Los Angeles, Calif. 90053.

Southern California Edison

SCE

An Equal Opportunity Employer

lan

Why should you
confide in a guy
you’ve never met
before?

Because the guy we’re talking
about is a college recruiter from
Alcoa. And the only way to play it
is honestly.
He’ll be on campus in a couple o(
days. And here’s what we recommend you do at the interview.
First, lay your cards on the table.
Tell him what kind of work would
really turn you on.
Then, sit back and listen while hi
explains how your plans figure
into Alcoa’s plans. (You’ll be
surprised how versatile
Aluminum Company of Anted.*
can be.)

Change for the better
with Alcoa

So make ft i point to meet Alcoa’s
recruiter. He’s a confidence man
you can really trust.
Interview date:

MARCH 4,

1968

An Eclat Opportunity Employer
Mins for Progress Company

MALCOA

Monday February 20, 19R
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The Total Female Animal!
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The
La Dolce Vita
of the 1700’s
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Now Showing!!
"A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS"

552 S Bascom
295 7238

..,1/
11

Shown 7:30 & 9:45 nightly
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001.1 ’11111 \ 111,1 I IIT,’,
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A MAN
BEST PICTURE FOR ALL
OF THE YEARI SEASONS
&ACADEMY
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vet SJS in the last three seasons.
Loyola remained in second place
1. y defeating St. Mary’s, 87-71. The
I ions have an 8-1 mark.
SJS jumped to an early 13-12
I
ad but Bud Ogden sparked the
1 roncos to 22-16.
Six points by Tim Holman
ave the Spartans a 25-25 tie with
ix minutes remaining in the half,
i ut Santa Clara pulled away to a
9-33 halftime advantage.
In the crucial moments at the
t ginning of the second half, Ralph
( gden poured in three quick bas1 ets to put the Broncos on top
5-33, a lead which they never
icave up.
Spartan forward Coby Diet rick
,cit four fouls in the early going
nd was not able to help late in
he first half and early in the
econd.
Bronco center Dennis Awtrey
i nd Bud Ogden were the strong
t pots for Santa Clara. Each ended
1 p with 19 points and Awtrey colI ected 15 rebounds to lead both
lubs.
Forward Dick Groves continued
o be a key player for the SparI ans, netting 19 points and gatherng 11 rebounds.
I
Center Bob Scott and guards
olman and Steve McKean had 10
1 ints apiece for SJS.
Santa Clara scoring was even

,

"Counterfeit Constable"

Wild

By BOB SHIRRELL
Spartan Dailey Sports Editor
An early second half scoring
urst by Ralph Ogden pushed
partan cagers out of contention
aturday and gave the University
f Santa Clara Broncos an 86-66
Vest Coast Athletic Conference

i,
The victory kept the Broncos on
, opark
in the conference with a 9-1
and was their sixth straight

A,.e cancel Irorn the Drector 01-0100110 11011001Shrlr
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END OF SEASON SKI SALE
Complete stock of FISHER

SCU Tramples Cagers

.

__
"V.

glens Spark 86-66 Win

,

with guard Terry O’Brien netting,
15, forward Bob Stuckey 12, and
Ralph Ogden 11,
The Broncos had the edge in
the shooting, hitting 49 per cent
from the field to 36 per cent for
the Spartans. Santa Clara made
18 of 28 free throws while SJS
sank 12 of 18.

The loss gave the Spartans a 1011 overall mark and a 5-5 conference record.
In the freshman game which followed, the Spartababes defeated
the Bronco frosh for the second
time this season, 79-68. Darnell
Hillman scored 17, C.J. Howard
14, and Steve Mortara 12.

The Cal Davis Aggies spoiled the
Spartan baseballers’ 1968 season
opener with 3-1 and 5-4 victories
last Saturday on the Spartan diamond.
Coach Ed Sobczak’s varsity nine
jumped out in front quickly 1-0 in
the first game on a RBI single by
catcher Ray Valesconi, but the
Aggies tied it up in their half of
the fourth when first sacker Chris
Mietus poled a long home run over
the centerfielci barrier off Spartan
starter and loser Bob Holmes (0-11.
The Aggies then went ahead for
keeps in the top of the fifth when
they bunched a single and three
straight walks for a run. The visi
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flairSides /
formeoi
GREAT 11AIRCUTS
RAZOR CUTS
CURL STRAIGHTENED
HAIR PIECES & CLEANING

.4ild beauty to your
shoes. Take them to
ECONOMY
SHOE REPAIR
294-9929
43 E. Santa Clara

NEW EUROPEAN SKIS
* Wood and metal
* Lowest wholesale prices
Fully guaranteed
* One man operation
For further inforrnation call 297-5721

421 E. SANTA CLAR A ST.

\t

DON’T COVER
YOUR
HANDS

REVLON
INTRODUCES

"THE NAIL BUILDER KIT"
A Total Care Collection Kit To Help End
Nail Problems Giving You Longer, Stronger,
Loylier Hands. $3.00

10th STREET PHARMACY
10th S (;ANTI CI ARA

794 4111

Why The

UNISPHERE"
Is The Official Microphone
Of Sam The Sham,
The Pharaohs And
The Shametts On Tour
Sam knows his microphone
$s his link with his audience.
He wants you to hear his
voice and the lyrics, naturally, without howling feedback, without annoying
close-up breath "pop", without audience sounds. Pretty
tough test for a microphone
. . routine for the incomparable Shure Unisphere.
Just ask the better groups.

Shure Brothers, Inc.

222 Hartrey Ave.
Evanston, Ill. 60204
re’’ 1968 Shure Brothers. Inc.

This Week’s
Dry Cleaning
SPECIAL
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Spartan gymnasts won eve4,
event but one Saturday but San
Francisco State captured the meet
162.73-162.44 and ended SJS’ sixmeet win streak.
Spartan Tony Coppola won the
all-around eveiret-witir-6048-veints.
Coppola also won the high bar
with 8.85, the parallel bars with
8.90, the rings with 9.0, and the
long horse with 8.95.
Doug Hills of SJS took the floor
exercise with 8.77 and Jim Turpin
won the trampoline with 8.9.

-

ASK SAM ABOUT MIKE

defi,litrui place

/di

Try the lobster thermidor, ehateaubriand, or
shish kabob in our delightful atmosphere. We
feature supurb dining at
reasonable prices.

It-

NOW 69c
Golden West Cleaners

1i101 South First
at Alma

For reservations

Phone 292-1266

292-1072

25 S

rIIr11r

r

BETWEEN 9th & 10th ON SANTA CLARA

DON’T LET 101 II MONEY GET AWAY
USE SPARTAN
MONEY SAVERS

BOB ilIANN’S

SAN JOSE
HEALTH
CLUB

FREE
10¢ Dry with each
25/ wash
Tties.-Wed..Thurs.
with ad or ASH card

MONTHLY
SPECIAL!
4 SHIRTS FOR $1.00
with any dry cleaning order

will tailor a
program just
for YOU

MARCH 31, 1968

SPARTAN CLEANERS & LAUNDERETTE
T . CLARA Si’.
111111:.
Ai) -%’t41

Our expert personal instruction
can guide you in developing a well
rounded physique. Come in and
see our modern equipment and
complete weight room facilities.

A SWEATER BAG!
Wear a sweater
With short back,
Baggy waist and baggy sleeves
To a love-in or a riot
To be shunned is automatic

Complete gym Reducing
Sauna room Body building
Sun Room
Physical Conditioning
Locker Service Corrective Exercise

So fake said sweater
And have it fitted
By Golds, her specialty
lndubidably, you’ll look much better
In your new, re-fit sweater.
ANONYMOUS

FREE GUEST VISIT
MEN OR WOMEN

AV/di/411f AT

244 So. 2nd St.,
286-6100
San Jose

Wedelking

1011111=1.0114,41M

WIGS

LICURSFS
BARBER SHOP

cki Chalet

President

tors added an insurance run in the
top of the seventh when Gary
Schlauginnauf homered over the
leftfield fence off Holmes’ successor, Mike Popovec.
The Spartans had several opportunities to get back into the ball
game but failed, as John Clay
picked up the win.
The visitors jumped off to a fast
5-0 lead in the second game, aided by two of the six errors the
Spartans made on the day, and a
two-run homer by Don Schroepfer.
The Spartans bounced back with
four runs in the last half of the
sixth, only to see the rally die
when Bob Burrill was picked off
second base.

THE HOUSE OF TONSORIAL ART"
MOUSTACHE WAX

FREEMAN’S

Alu
Competition

Spartan Errors, HRs
Lead Way to 2 Defeats

. . . a

Gator Gymnasts
Halt Spartans

Medal skis. 20% off.

MEN & WOMEN

STI IDENT DIMMUNT

413 E. SANTA CLARA

295-9910

STUDENT DISCOUNT

GOLDA’S KNIT SHOP
410 1 r;ANIA CLARA sl.
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Job Interviewm7

Tw o Students Lead ’Prison Family’ Tutoring Program;
New Volunteers Needed ’If You Care at All, Come In’

Pet: "

June and Summer graduates Corporation, Majors, B.S. and M.S.
tri.v, sign up for appointment* in in ChE.
the Plsusinient Center, Adm. 234.
Armstrong Cork Company. MaSig nups begin earls ’Tuestlak up to
The sign on the door says "If
jors, Bus. Admin., liberal arts, You Care At All, Come In." When
the day Inlore the inters leis%
marketing.
curiosity overcomes fear of inTUESDAY. MB. 2i
volvement, Linda Petterson and
American Potash and chemical
Bethlehem Steel Corporation.
Randy Pearson will be waiting to
Majors, bus. and int. mgmt., engr. convince you that you’re needed!
Miss Petterson and Pearson, two
Horg-Warner Corporation. MaSJS sophomores, are very much
jors, MBA I tectulical or non-techinvolved in a program to tutor poniral undergraduate degrees).
tentially delinquent children in the
TODAY
Alpha Phi Omega, 7 p.m., EngiEnvironmental Science Services San Jose community. As student
leaders of an affiliate group of
neering Faculty Lounge, E247.
Administration (Weather Bureau).
"Friends Outside" la volunteer
Formal Rush meeting. Dean Stanmeteorology,
(.’E.
Majors,
charity organization) they are tryley Benz is guest speaker. Actives
must attend. All students are inU.S. Air Force Flight Teat Cen- ing to recruit SJS students to
tutor children of "prison families."
vited).
ter. Majors, ME, CheE, BE, math,
According to Miss Petterson, alTUESDAY, FEB. 27
1E, bus. admin.
though the program has now been
Inter Varsity Chriatian FellowU.S. Atonde Energy Commission. expanded to include any family,
ship, 12:30 p.m.. Morris Dailey Auditorium. Michael Griffiths, author, Majors, B.S. in engr., accounting, most families asking for tutors
have had, or now have, one parent
will speak on the "Lord of the physics, chem., geology.
in prison. And most families are
Dance." Reception following at
EE, ME, IE, GE, of Mexican-American origin. ParMajors,
Varban.
3:30 p.m. in HE5.
ChE, ind, tech., chem., physics, ma
Kaydettes. 6:30 p.m., MacQuarscience.
rie Hall, 3rd floor. All actives and terials
any interested pledges are asked
Worthington Corporation. Mato attend meeting.
jors, I3.S. or M.S. in ME, CE, 1E,
Spartan Shields, 6:15 p.m., Coun- BE, ChE. MBA.
cil Chambers ia the Student Union.
BLOOD IS NEEDED
Lambda Delta Sigma. 10 am. to
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 28
4 p.m., Memorial Chapel. A film,
Mon. thru Fri. 7 a.m. - 3 p.m.
"Man’s Secusn for Happiness" will
Applied Research Laboratories,
40 Bassett St.
294-6535
be shown every half hour.
Majors, B.S. or M.S. in BE, ME,
San Jose
physics.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 28

Spartaguide

OVER 21?
NEED $5
DO THIS NOW!

SJS Chess Club, 2 to 5 p.m.. College Union Lounge on Ninth
Street.
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship, 12:30 p.m., Morris Dailey Auditorium, Michael Griffiths, author,
will speak on "Lord of the Flies."
Reception following at 3:30 p.m. in
HE5.
Till RSDAY, FEB. 29
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship, 12:30 p.m., Morris Dailey Auditorium. Michael Griffiths, author,
will speak on "Lord of All." Discussion with International Students to follow at 3:30 p.m. in HE5
on "Christianity, International or
Western?"
Phi Alpha Theta, 3:30 p.m., Consult history bulletin board for
meeting place. General meeting for
members and interested students.

rOt

discount records.’

OPEN EVENINGS TO 9 38
SATURDAY TO 6

SAN JOSE’S LARGEST MOST COMPLETE RECORD STORE

We’re celebrating
an anniversary
by giving you a
free record.
r!M
sW
ya;,

New Post Office
Station A Post Office, formerly
located in Hales Dept. Store at
First and San Carlos Streets has
now moved to 260 S. 2nd Street,
just north of the Bank of America
building at Second and San Carlos
Streets.
Postmaster William H. Lawrence
announced service hours are from
9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. on week days.
Saturday the branch is open from
9 till noon. Stamps, money orders,
domestic and foreign parcel post
and registry are offered.
- ------- -

,
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MS 7057
soNnstssow LEONAR_D SCHLIVERY
L’NFINISHED
BEILMil
ITALIAN
NEWITVK sYMIIIONY
SYMPHONY
PHILHARMONIC

For extra-

curricular
activities.

In honor of the 125th Anniversary of the New York
Philharmonic, Columbia Records otters the exciting LP
"A Festival of Famous Conductors" free with the purchase
of Bernstein’s recording of Schubert’s "Unfinished"
Symphony and Mendelssohn’s "Italian" Symphony.
"A Festival of Famous Conductors," packaged with the
SchubertMendelssohn album, covers three decades (19261956) of illustrious performances by great Philharmonic
conductors of the past: Toscanini, Szell, Mengelberg,
Beecham, Barbirolli, Rodzinski, Stokowski, Mitropoulos,
Stravinsky and Walter.
Add these other basicillwary Bornstein/New York Philharmonic
albums to your collection:
Beethoven: Symphony No. 5 MS 6468
Copland: Appalachian Spring, El Salon Mexico MS 6355
Dvotak: Symphony No. 5 ("From the New World") MS 6393
Grote: Grand Canyon Suite MS 6618
ins: Symphony No. 2 MS 6889
Ravel: Bolero, La Valse, Rapsodie Espagnol MS 6011
Rirnsky-Korsakov: Scheherazade MS 6069
ShostakovItch: Symphony No. 5 MS 6115
Tchalkovskr 1812 Overture, Marche Slave. Capriccio !Wien MS 6827
niiiiam Tell and other Favorite Overtures MS 6743

THIS PLUS THE ENTIRE CATALOG OF

COLUMBIA

POP-ROCK--CLASSICS--FOLK
SHOWS--EVERYTHING!

BRITISII
STERLING
So fine a gift,
its even sold
in jewelry stores.
After shave
from $3.50.
Cologne
from $5.00.

Issent(al nil.
Compoundi.d

ninst Britain.
S A.

SALE

2

99
LIST $4.79

69
LIST S5.79

ONE WEEK ONLY!

1.(it,!est SeIer tiott
est Prices
CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED
I of’ I air litill.11,11.11, Wit!

records inc.
discount
SAN

JOSE 99C N. REDWOOD AVE. 246-3474

SAN FRANCISCO/BERKELEY/MENLO PARK

eats must request a tutor before
any action can be taken.
The pair’s interest in this type
of social work evolved out of a
tutoring project they completed
last semester under the auspices
of the Tutorials program.
There is no "official" faculty advisor to the group, which has no
name yet, but Benton White, SJS
ombudsman, does help oUt when
needed.
A campus office, with student
recruiters who are easily accessible, Was thought to be a more
personal way of getting SJS students involved. Originally, Mrs.
Ruth Johansen, county social
worker, was in charge of recruiting tutors for the children.
With the assistance of the Tutorials staff, Miss Petterson and
Pearson found an office in Building R, room 10 and can now be

found there daily from noon to sate for the missing parent. Conse4 p.m. Tomorrow through Friday quently, tutors work in pairs, one
there will be a table on Seventh male, one female.
Street.
Pearson and Miss Petterson arThere a r e no qualifications range for meetings between tutors,
needed for potential tutors except set up transportation schedules and
a desire to help. Often times, one assign families. They are also
parent figure may be lacking in u available in case situations occur
family and a tutor may (raven - where a tutor needs advice or help.

BOOK SALE!
20,000

New

rom Our
50.

To

VILLA ROMA
Fine Food

Books

Jrelsotisa

90%

Breekfamt

Lurid.

Off!

More Dot Every Day

Wed. Nite Special

SPAGHETTI *500*

ra’Books

all you can eat

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
:-leseil. ruck S
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY

393 Lincoln Ave.

S. J.

A year ago the program, though
not then an on -campus organization, recruited 225 tutors. Tocia
there are approximately 125 stiid..snts involved. Many more art.
needed. There is an unlimited number qf people who need help. Spare
a few hours a week. Take the time
to care.

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

VetektdE

Spartan Daily Classifieds
FOR SALE $100 - Ford 1956 Sri.
wagon. 1317 Carlsen Way. San Jose.
Call 266-9299.
’65 GTO 335 HP 4.spd. Positraction.
30,000 Miles, one owner. Excel. Cond.
Best offer. 293.8126.
ANNOUNCEMENTS 11)
1959 MORRIS 1000. Four speeds. Re
liable transp. Make offer. Paul, 638 S.
POETRY WANTED FOR AnthoJogy. In5th.
clude stamped envelope, Idlewild Publishing Company, 543 Frederick. San ’58 FORD STATION WAGON, $225.
Looks sharp. Good battery & tires. EnFrancisco,
gineer, one owner. 739.0675.
STUDY JET CHARTER L. A./Amsterelam
6/27 to 9/4 includes 4 week course
FOR SALE Ill
Paris $399.50 Alliance Francais., 9875
S. Monica Blvd. Beverly Hills German
Course. Salzburg available.
SKIS, BOOTS, SKI RACK, Western Sad40+ ACRES. A REDWOOD Forest dle. girls ice skates, tennis net, golf
Primeval. Record of survey. Close into clubs. Eves. Call 292-2642.
Boulder Creek. Tremendous growfh Potential. $45,000. $12,500 Down. Excellent KENMORE WASHER, $25. Good cond.
Will deliver. 2333 El Camino 246.0142.
terms. Call agent 408 438.0400/or Eves
SELMER FLUTE. Less than 3 yrs. old.
408 377-4357.
Exc. cond. $175. Call 356-8935.
221/2 ACRES. 4 miles from Los Gatos.
A view you will have to see to believe GREAT BOOKS of the Western World.
of the Santa Clara Valley. Paved county Like new. Bookcase. Atlas. 2 yearbooks
road and utilities. $65,000. $15,000 & introductory books. $275. Eves. 1386
Down. Excellent terms. Call Agent 408 Main St. S. C.
438-0400 or Eves. 408 377.4357.
21/4 X 31/4 PRESS CAMERA, all eccesAUTO INSURANCE as low as $86. per sores. 3 lenses, 30 ft. back, for Robot
year for married, good students. Also Royal. Konica Auto Reflex, wide angle,
excellent savings for single men over telephoto. 286-8510.
21. Call George Campbell 244-9600.
10 SPEED PUGEOT racer. Good cond.
’68 EASTER WEEK-HAWAII-9 DAYS $30, Call 293-8126.
Apr. 6-14. $259 includes Pan Am jet, ELECTRIC HAWAIIAN guitar, case, &
meals & champagne en route. Waikiki amp. $150 ITALIAN accordion. 120
Hotel, Lei greeting, transfers and sight. base, 7 switch. $150. 251.66E6.
seeing. Call Barbara Kyne, group leader,
294-2916 after 5. or 293-1033.
HELP WANTED 141
SPARTA EUROPE ’68 $319. June 17Sept. 6. Non-stop S. F.-London round
trip. Call Barbara Kyne, group leader, WANTED: HASHERS. Appiy Sigma Al294-2916 after 5. Hurry! Almost filled. pha Epsilon, 184 S. Ilth 295-9898.
FARRELL’S AUTHENTIC ENGLISH Fish DANCE INSTRUCTORS - Young men
’n Chips shop is now open from 4-9 & women to train for S. J.’s largest
dance studio. Must be personable &
P.M. daily at 11th St. & San Carlos,
talented. Top salary. No exp. needed.
COME FLY WITH US! Fly new Cessna
21 yrs. old. Train free 6-10 p.m. MFri.
150. $13/hr. FAA Examiner on staff. New Call
Mr. Gideon 286-6040.
private ground school starting Feb. 20th.
Bring ad & take your 1st intro, irlidoei WANTED SALESMAN, part time. New
art agency. Must be clean -neat & have
for 55. SKYROVERS of San Jose.
Airport Blvd. 295-8786. General Avia- knowledge of automotive field/adver.
tion Terminal bid. Ask for Bill Brodie. tising. Must have own car. Commission
plus bonus. Call 1320 agency. 292-3775
SCIENCE FICTION - COMIC BOOKS. after per.
6
I read & collect both. If you read or
collect either one, why not contact MALE RESEARCH subjects 21-30 yrs.
wanted.
Long-term bed rest. Approved
me? Bill Denholm, 628 Tulane Dr. S. C.
class (-0 selective alternative. Details:
296-7185.
Box 96. U.S.P.H.S, Hospital, San FranFREE VERY TAME white rats. Ercellent cisco 94118.
pets. Call 295.9351 days, 967.7395 after
6 p.m.
COURSE ON TOUR! Travel in Europe
for 6 wks. as you study comparative
education. 41 nights in Europe. 9 countries to explore. 6 semester units. Sponsored by San Jose State College. Summer Session: June 29 -Aug. 10 Write
Sidney W. Teidt, School of Education,
San Jose or call Summer Sessions Office
(292-64(41.
EARN YOUR WAY to Europe. Campus
rep. for N. S. A. TOURS needed. Commission available. Contact immediately.
Cathy Glynn N. S. A. 1355 Westwood
Blvd. L. A. 90024.
INCOME TAX preparation. 1040A’ s
$2.50.1040’s $7 up. Training & exp.
through IRS employment. Call 264-1223
or 225-5307.
REAL ESTATE MAJOR. I will help you
attain your license so that you can
earn good income NOW. Office near
campus - Realtor is coll. grad. & prof.
appraiser. TRIAD 123 F
The Spartan Daily does not knowingly
accept advertising from advertisers who
practice discrimination on the basis of
race, color, creed or national origin.

APARTMENT MANAGER. Married student only. Apply 123 E. William 9-1. No
phone calls please.
WANTED: VOLUNTEER help in nearby
Girl Scout troops. Call Mrs. Moore,
867-4287.
PUBLISHER OF Who’s Who in Journalism wishes to contact advanced stu.
dents as associates with means to help
edit new edition. Rapid advancement
& remuneration. Learn & earn unique
opportunity. Write or phone Pastor
Ask Giltoy, Cal. 843-4356,
HOUSING 15)
HALLS OF IVY residence for women.
Call 297-1814,
ROOMMATES NEEDED. Inexpensive 298-5933.
MEN: CLEAN FURN. room & kitchen
priv. Double room. 222 S. 14th St.
GIRL ROOMMATE NEEDED. Senior or
grad. to share with I girl. Nice apt.
164 E. Reed. #3 287.6758.
WE NEED YOU and you for two vacancies at Wee Terrace. Girls boarding
house spring semester, 177 S. 12th.
295.9619.
FOR SALE BY OWNER near campus.
4 bdrm. Spanish style home. Fully
draped. Well -well carpet in every rm.
except liv. rm. 3 complete bathrms. A
downstairs bedrm. suitable for rental
with outsd. entrance. Service porch.
weshrm., breakfast nook. Formal dining
rrn. Master bedrm. with 2 closets & 2
dressing rms. 2 -car oversized garage.
Full site basement, formal patio. Shown
by appointment. Nicely landscaped. Inquire. Phone 293-4724,
COMPLETELY FURN trailer house. 2
mi. from campus. $50/mo. Call Ted 292.
1301. Want female tenant.
2-3 GIRLS NEEDED. 2 bdr. apt. Call
after 1 1 p.m. 297-9324. Kathie 348 S.
11th #4.
I GIRL ROOMMATE needed to share
4 girl apt. $37.50/mo. Across from
camp. 415 S. 5th. #I0 298-1164.
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED: 452
S. 4th St. $40/mo. 286-9020.
1 MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: 2 bdr.
apt. $45/mo. Call 292-3977 after 5 p.m.
NEAT, MALE ROOMMATE Wanted.
$50/mo. Contact Rick or Ron at 555 S.
8th Si.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

GIRL SR. OR GRAD. :. share house
with 5 others. 1 bit. Jim. campus. $45/
mo. 293-5096.
DELIGHTFUL APT, needs a girl. 2
bdrms, 2 bthrms, 1 studyrm. 529 S. 10th
#6. 298-3494.
NEWLY FURN. I & 2 Bdrrn. apts. Ilth
St. Call 2699649.
LOST AND FOUND 161
LOST: BOXER PUP. 12th & San Carlos
Sat. rhqht 2,, 17. 286 2934, Mike. Reward.
SERVICES 181
RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Eschis.
Free delivery, free service. No contrite&
Call 251-2598.
FAST, RELIABLE TYPING in my home.
Reasonable prices. Call 244-6581, Mrs.
Baxter.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Electric. Masters - Reports - Dissertations. Marianne Tamberg, 1924 Harris
Ave. Call 371-0395 San Jose,
GUARANTEED TYPING FAST, accurate,
prompt, will edit, near San Jose State,
Mrs. Aslanian, 298-4104.
TYPING - THESIS, term papers, etc.,
experienced and fast. phone 269-8674.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY - Menai
968.0944 anytime. Jim Koski.
CHILD CARE. Infants & up in my home.
E. Wi ’ilrn St. 298.:35S.

To Place
an ad:
Call at:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206

Daily
1:30 to 3:30

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily

AUTOMOTIVE 12)
Classifieds.
’58 IMPALA CONVERTIBLE 2 door, excellent cond., white/red interior. Call
Kam: 294-0291.
’59 SIMCA. Good cond. 4225 or best
offer. Phone 293-6691.
’55 CHEVY 301 Cu. 300 h.p. 3 sp. AFB.
Foil., tach & guages. Duel headers.
tglas pats $650 321-3664.
’63 BEL AIRE. 2 dr. hardtop V8 Rad,
Het. Exc. cond. n00 + small
After 6 p.m Call Bill, 742.5389.
’66 VW 1300 Sunroof. Exc. cond. $1300
Call 286.5543 after 9:30 p.m. wkdays.
& all Sunday.

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

-Ivo me You
’wFtENnicNiokte
WERE 6457---x 7-4,0u6wr--0

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One day

-Fitnu
4 linos
5 lines
6 linos
Add this
amount tor
each addihone! line

No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

One day

Two days

Three days

Four days

Five days

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
O Announcements (1)
13 Automotive (2)
O For Sale (3)

0 Help Wanted (4)
El Housing (5)
0 Lost and Found (6)

0 Personals (7)
D Services (8)
0 Transportation (9)

Print Name _

For

Address

Enclosed is $_

City

___

_

Days

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN JOSE, CALIF.
95114
Please allow 2 days after placing for ad to appear.

